
Review 
Liliputi® Stretchy Wrap 
Rainbow line - Folk-tale 
 
Today got to test Liliputi's gorgeous Stretchy Wrap & I won't have to say 
very much about it, I am in love! 
 
So, let’s compare my way of  seeing the stretchy wrap with what Liliputi 
have to say about their own product on their own website: 
 
The perfect baby carrier for newborn and young babies 
 - Yes, I agree, it is very soft and easy to pre-tie, I would also add for 
babies who have a fever & for wearing skin-to-skin   
 
From newborn, till up to 9 kgs 
 - Yes, as long as the mother can actually do front or hip carry up to this 
weight As I am a fan of  putting kids on your back as soon as possible, I 
probably wouldn’t recommend this, but 9kg seems about right.  
 
Easier to tie then a woven wrap 
 - I absolutely agree on this one, but others might not.  
What I value when it comes to stretchy wraps is, that you can easily pre-
tie them and basically just leave them on, once they’ve been tied. Also, 
it is not as hard to remember all the bits and bobs you have to 
remember, tying a woven wrap.  
As I do Kangatraining, I always make sure parents have a woven wrap 
for that, but in my consultations, I often recommend stretchy wraps, 
especially for the first weeks or months, when you want to wear your 
baby skin-on-skin, it is just beautifully soft and even the softest woven 
cannot get anywhere near.  
 
All in all, every wrap has their advantages.  
 
Stylish designs, unique patterns 
Like all Liliputi products, the Stretchy Wraps too, are beautiful! You get 
it out of  the packet & it feels differently to your usual stretchy wrap 
which may well just be one colour or a bit boring – these are just 
gorgeous. 
 
Hidden large pocket 
 - Not a fan of  that one, I must admit. It is there, but it’s right in your 

baby’s back & I would never put anything there… Not even a nappy or 
anything, Actually, I think that’s quite dangerous to have this pocket 
there because you might always find parents who put their mobile 
phones in there… Not a good idea, I think. 
 
Parallelogram-like endings for easier tying 
Maybe? I am not really bothered about these, but they might make it 
easier for one or the other. 
 
Machine washable 
True and good!  
 
Certified OekoTex 100 Fabrics 
Yay! 
 
Designed & made in the EU 
This is brilliant!  
 
Composition: 
 wrap – 97% cotton, 3% spandex 
 decor – 100% cotton 
 
The only thing that I must yet get used to is  the non stretchy front,  so 
far I was used to all stretchy wraps, but on the long run, especially with 
parents who feel unsure about stretchy wraps, I think it might make 
them feel better as, once put on properly, it gives a stronger hold. 
 
 
Sizes 
 length – 5 meters 
 width – 60 cm 
 
This is fine with me! 
 
 
And their instructions. 
 
http://www.liliputi.hu/public/content/Strechy_Wrap_manual.pdf 
 
So all in all, I was very happy with the product and am very happy to be 
part of  the Liliputi Family! 


